Repowering is a process for transforming an old power plant for greater capacity and/or higher efficiency. As a consequence, the repowered plant is characterized by higher power output and less specific CO 2 emissions. Usually, repowering is performed by adding one or more gas turbines into an existing steam cycle which was built decades ago. Thus, traditional repowering results in combined cycles (CC). High temperature fuel cells (such as solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)) could also be used as a topping cycle, achieving even higher global plant efficiency and even lower specific CO 2 emissions. Decreasing the operating temperature in a SOFC allows the use of less complex materials and construction methods, consequently reducing plant and the electricity costs. A lower working temperature makes it also suitable for topping an existing steam cycle, instead of gas turbines. This is also the target of this study, repowering of an existing power plant with SOFC as well as gas turbines. Different repowering strategies are studied here, repowering with one gas turbine with and without supplementary firing, repowering with two gas turbines with and without supplementary firing and finally repowering using SOFC. Plant performances and CO 2 emissions are compared for the suggested repowered plants.
Introduction
Due to the ever-increasing demand for more power production and distribution, one of the main topics of research and development in the field of electricity generation are improving efficiency and reducing pollutant emissions. Transforming an old power plant for a greater capacity and/or higher efficiency is known as repowering. One way of repowering is by adding one or more gas turbines into a plant as a topping cycle, thus converting an existing steam power plant into a combined cycle (CC) system. It would be ideal for an old steam plant in which steam turbine(s) after many years of operation still have considerable service life expectancy, but for example the boiler is ready to be replaced (due to a shorter lifecycle). The boilers are normally replaced or supplemented with gas turbines and heat recovery steam generators (HRSG), see e.g., [1] .
Due to the rapid growth of electricity consumption, there is an increased interest in converting old coal fired steam plants into CC plants to increase their power output and efficiency, and at the same time, decrease their emissions, see e.g., [2, 3] . However, it shall also be noted that since the share of renewable energy systems in electricity generation is increasing in some regions (such as in Europe) then the CC operating mode in those countries may start to shift (or has already shifted) from baseand medium-load to part-load. This is seen in some European countries such as in Denmark where the share of wind energy is increasing every year, see e.g., [4] .
Currently repowering of steam plants can be achieved in two ways: feed water repowering and boiler repowering, see e.g., [5, 6] . The first option uses heat from the turbine exhaust to raise the feed water temperature instead of bleeding steam. This means that increased steam flow has to be managed by the low pressure section of the original steam turbine, requiring either extensive modification of the steam turbine or impairing the repowered plant performance. The other option, boiler repowering, entails major steam generator redesign or replacement. Gas turbine exhaust gas is used as the heat source for the existing steam cycle. This increases plant efficiency close to that of new combined cycle plants. Such repowering has been performed on various old steam plants, see e.g., [3, 7, 8] . The second option is widely used across developed countries in which many steam plants are relatively old and are coal fired. This option is also investigated in this study. Economic analysis of repowering by means of gas turbines has also been investigated widely such as in [9] [10] [11] .
Steam turbine units in older power stations generally have relatively low steam data and can easily be adapted for use in combined cycles as the bottoming cycle for a gas turbine (gas turbines). Depending on the steam plant data such as live steam temperature, pressure and mass flow, one needs to screen available gas turbines in the market and choose the one which can easily be adapted for the basic steam plant without changing its original configurations. If one gas turbine cannot supply the required heat and temperature then one may complement the repowering with a supplementary firing or by using more gas turbines. Both options will be used in this study.
In the present study, it is also suggested to use a third option which is repowering with solid oxide fuel cell stacks (SOFCs). Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) stacks may soon enter the commercialization phase and therefore it would be interesting to integrate such technology into repowering of old steam plants. SOFCs are one of the most promising types of fuel cells, particularly regarding energy production. They are expected to produce clean electrical energy at high conventional rates with low noise and pollutant emissions [12] . The exhaust temperatures of SOFCs are high due to the high operating temperature of the cells. Additionally, because the fuel utilization in the fuel cell is less than 100 percent, the unreacted fuel needs to be combusted in a burner. This combustion in turn produces even hotter off-gases that are perfectly suited for use in a steam generator to produce steam for the bottoming steam cycle.
Numerous studies in the literature have investigated SOFC-based power systems and suggested high thermal efficiencies. However, the majority of these studies use gas turbines as the bottoming cycle, see e.g., [13] [14] [15] . A steam turbine has also been used as a bottoming cycle [16, 17] , resulting in high plant efficiency, but no study was found on repowering an old steam plant with SOFCs, which is the basis of this study. At present, using the Brayton and Rankine cycles as bottoming cycles for SOFCs seems to be the most practical because of the maturity of these technologies. Given that the development trends suggest that the operating temperature of the SOFC will decrease, using gas turbines as bottoming cycles will become less beneficial over time.
The present work is an analytical study that conducts a thermodynamic investigation of repowering of old steam plants with SOFCs that also functions as a topping cycle for a steam plant using the heat from the off-gasses exhausted from the topping cycle. The results will be compared with the traditional repowering strategies using gas turbines as the driving heat source. One gas turbine with supplementary firing, two gas turbines as well as two gas turbines with supplementary firing will also be studied. The comparison will be carried out in terms of plant efficiency and CO 2 emission as the most important parameters. It should be noted that the SOFCs used in this study are based on a theoretical model with empirical coefficients calibrated from experimental data.
Despite numerous studies on SOFC-based power plants, no investigation on steam plant repowering with SOFCs has been found in the open literature, and therefore, the current investigation seems to be completely novel and might provide new ideas for designing more efficient and less pollutant energy systems for future applications. It should also be noted that the system presented here is studied thermodynamically and that the objective of this study is not to present the associated costs. However, a simple cost analysis is included to compare the additional cost of repowering with 
Original Plant Model
The principal components of the plant are the burner, steam generator, high pressure turbine (HP), two intermediate pressure turbines (IP), low pressure turbine (LP), condenser and deaerator. The coal burner provides the heat needed for generating steam in a single pressure level steam generator through economizer (Eco), evaporator (Eva) and super heater (SH). Three steam extractions from the steam turbines are used to preheat (PH) the sub-cooled water after the condenser. Coal is supplied at point 61 in Figure 1 while ash is removed from the burner at point 62 in Figure 1 . The coal composition (mass based) is assumed to be 0.7818 C (solid form), 0.0489 H 2 , 0.0603 O 2 , 0.0171 N 2 , 0.0102 S (solid form) and 0.0817 water (liquid form). The net calorific and gross caloric values are 31,120 kJ/kg and 32,380 kJ/kg, respectively, with a mean mole mass of 10.34 kg.
required to generate such steam is about 756.168 MW, which can be calculated from the enthalpy difference between the economizer inlet and super heater outlet (live steam) multiplied by the mass flow rate. This of course is lower than coal power input due to losses through air preheating and air compressor for the boiler. The main parameters for the turbines are summarized in Table 1 . Ambient conditions are assumed to be 25 °C and 1.01 bar, both for air (point 49 in Figure 1 ) and coal (point 61 in Figure 1 ). The isentropic efficiency of the turbines is calculated from the real data of the existing plant by means of the turbine constant defined here. The turbine constant is a parameter that depends on the turbine mass flow, the inlet temperature as well as inlet and outlet pressure defined as (see e.g., [18] ): The plant net output power is 264MW with an efficiency of 33% (LHV).Live steam temperature, pressure and mass flow (point 1 in Figure 1 ) is 500˝C, 80 bar and 280 kg/s, respectively. The power required to generate such steam is about 756.168 MW, which can be calculated from the enthalpy difference between the economizer inlet and super heater outlet (live steam) multiplied by the mass flow rate. This of course is lower than coal power input due to losses through air preheating and air compressor for the boiler. The main parameters for the turbines are summarized in Table 1 . Ambient conditions are assumed to be 25˝C and 1.01 bar, both for air (point 49 in Figure 1 ) and coal (point 61 in Figure 1 ). The isentropic efficiency of the turbines is calculated from the real data of the existing plant by means of the turbine constant defined here. The turbine constant is a parameter that Energies 2016, 9, 399 4 of 22 depends on the turbine mass flow, the inlet temperature as well as inlet and outlet pressure defined as (see e.g., [18] ):
As mentioned above, in the repowering studied here the current existing steam plant will not be changed and only the boiler will be replaced with a HRSG. Another important issue to be mentioned is that in the existing coal fired steam plant the steam temperature entering the boiler (point 14 in Figure 1 ) is rather high, 164˝C, and the reason is to decrease the heat demand from burning the coal. In the repowering technique used here (the existing plant balance of the steam cycle is not be changed at all), then such high a steam temperature in the boiler does not allow having high plant efficiency. The reason is that the off-gases temperature on the other side of the economizer must be higher and therefore off-gases will be exhausted at a temperature higher than 164˝C (economizer pinch temperature). However, in a new designed combined cycle the steam temperature entering the economizer will be kept as low as possible to recover as much off-gas energy as possible. In designing a new combined cycle the steam temperature to the HRSG shall be as low as possible and the reason is to recover the exhaust gas from the gas turbines as much as possible. Other important data are shown in Table 2 . 
Modelling
The modeling for SOFC and gas turbine will be briefly explained below while modeling of other components will be referred to previous publications.
SOFC Modeling
The SOFC model developed in [19] is used in this investigation, which is calibrated against experimental data for a planar SOFC type with a relative error of about˘3%. For the sake of clarity, it is briefly described here. In such modeling one must distinguish between electrochemical modeling, calculation of cell irreversibility (cell voltage efficiency) and the species compositions at outlet. For electrochemical modeling, the operational voltage (E cell ) was found to be:
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where E Nernst , ∆E act , ∆E ohm and ∆E conc are the Nernst ideal reversible voltage, activation polarization, ohmic polarization and concentration polarization, respectively. Assuming that only hydrogen is electrochemically converted, then the Nernst equation can be written as:
where ∆g f 0 is the Gibbs free energy (for H 2 reaction) at standard pressure. The water-gas shift reaction is very fast and therefore the assumption of hydrogen as only species to be electrochemically converted is justified, see [20, 21] . In the above equations p H2 and p H2O are the partial pressures for H 2 and H 2 O, respectively. The activation polarization can be evaluated from the Butler-Volmer equation [22, 23] , which is isolated from other polarizations to determine the charge transfer coefficients and exchange current density from the experiment by the curve fitting technique. It follows that:
where R, T, F and i are the universal gas constant, operating temperature, Faraday constant and current density, respectively. i n is an internal current density added to the actual current density in order to account for the mixed potential caused by fuel crossover and electrons passing through the electrolyte. This value was adjusted when calibrating the electrochemical model against experimental data, found to be 2 mA/cm 2 . The anodic [24] and cathodic [25] current densities are calculated from:
where E act,a = E act,c = 1.1ˆ10 5 J/mol. The constants γ a and γ c are calibrated against experimental data and found to be 2.13ˆ10 7 mA/cm 2 and 1.49ˆ10 7 mA/cm 2 , respectively [19] . The ohmic polarization [26] depends on the electrical conductivity of the electrodes as well as the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. This was also calibrated against experimental data for a cell with anode thickness, electrolyte thickness, cathode thickness and interconnect thickness of 750, 40, 50 and 100 µm respectively and can be described as:
The constants σ ohn,a , σ ohn,c , σ ohn,e and σ ohn,i , are assumed to be 2.98ˆ10´6 kΩ¨cm, 8.11ˆ10´6 kΩ¨cm, 2.94ˆ10´6 kΩ¨cm and 0.1256ˆ10´3 kΩ¨cm respectively. The constants B ohn,a , b ohn,c , B ohn,e and B ohn,i , are assumed to be´1392, 600, 10,350 and 4690 K, respectively [19] .
The concentration polarization is dominant at high current densities for anode-supported SOFCs, wherein insufficient amounts of reactants are transported to the electrodes and the voltage is then reduced significantly. Again the concentration polarization was calibrated against experimental data by introducing the anode limiting current, [24] , in which the anode porosity and tortuosity were also Energies 2016, 9, 399 6 of 22 included among other parameters. Neglecting the cathode contribution (see e.g., [27, 28] ), it can be modeled as:
where n e = 2, p H2 and p H2O are the partial pressures for H 2 and H 2 O respectively. The anode limiting current i as was assumed to be 1000 mA/cm 2 in the calibration. It should be mentioned that the SOFC model developed here aims to represent the performance of the second generation SOFC stacks developed by from Topsoe Fuel Cell A/S (TOFC) and the Fuel Cells and Solid State Chemistry Division at Risø-DTU (Technical University of Denmark, Roskilde, Denmark). This SOFC type is anode supported and the anode consists of Ni/YSZ, the electrolyte of YSZ and the cathode of LSM/YSZ [29] . As mentioned above, to fit the model with the desired stack performances, the electrochemical model is calibrated against experimental data, as shown in [19] .
The fuel composition at anode outlet was calculated using the Gibbs minimization method as described in [30] . Equilibrium at the anode outlet temperature and pressure was assumed for the following species: H 2 , CO, CO 2 , H 2 O, CH 4 and N 2 . Thus the Gibbs minimization method calculates the compositions of these species at outlet by minimizing their Gibbs energy. The equilibrium assumption is fair because the methane content in this study is very low.
To calculate the voltage efficiency of the SOFC cells, the power production from the SOFC (P SOFC ) depends on the amount of chemical energy fed to the anode, the reversible efficiency (η rev ), the voltage efficiency (η v ) and the fuel utilization factor (U F ). It is defined in mathematical form as:
where U F was a set value and η v was defined as:
The reversible efficiency is the maximum possible efficiency defined as the relationship between the maximum electrical energy available (change in Gibbs free energy) and the fuels LHV (lower heating value) as follows, see e.g., [31] :
The partial pressures were assumed to be the average between the inlet and outlet as:
Additionally, equations for conservation of mass (with molar flows), conservation of energy and conservation of momentum were also included into the model. Table 3 displays the main parameters for the SOFC stacks used in this study. 
Modeling of Other Components
Modeling of other components such as desulfurization reactor, pre-refomer, etc. are adopted from the study of [32] , by building a benchmark system consisting of SOFC, methanator, etc. and fed with different fuels such as natural gas, ethanol, methanol and di-methyl ether (DME). The obtained results agreed well with the corresponding data obtained by other researchers in the open literature for all fules and cases studied [32] . Standard modling for pumps, heat exchangers, tubines and compressor are used in this study, see e.g., [33, 34] .
Modeling of Selected Gas Turbine
In [35] the specification of all gas turbines currently available in the market is specified. All gas turbines in the data sheet are screened and based on the required temperature as well as heat for the steam cycle, the gas turbine chosen here is the Siemens SGT5 4000F (Orlando, Florida, FL, USA). The specifications in [35] are slightly different from the ones on the Siemens website [36] , which could depend on improvements. Therefore, an average data is chosen which is summarized in Table 4 . A gas turbine model based on these data is then developed here to capture all important specifications such as power output, efficiency, etc. As seen in the exhaust gas temperature if this gas turbine is well above live steam temperature of 500˝C, allowing for a large terminal temperature and consequently lower HRSG cost. In fact that the exhaust temperature of the gas turbine must be above 500˝C, eliminates the choice of many gas turbines listed in the screening process.
As mentioned above, the minimum power (heat) required for the steam plant is about 756 MW. From the gas turbine specifications one can calculate its exhaust power by:
which gives about 441 MW. This in turn means that one gas turbine alone will not be enough to generate the required steam and supplementary firing will be necessary. Another option would be using two gas turbines with or without supplementary firing.
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In modeling ambient temperature and pressure are assumed to be 25˝C and 1.01 bar, respectively. Generator efficiency is assumed to be 97% which is a typical value. The calculated fuel mass flow and fuel consumption (based on LHV) are 16.08 kg/s respective 736.7 MW. The LHV of the fuel (natural gas) is assumed to be 45,810 kJ/kg.
The turbine inlet temperature set in the model does not correspond to the inlet temperature of the real gas turbine. In reality, during the expansion both gases and air cooling are mixed and results in a lower average temperature. However, in modeling cooling air is neglected and therefore the inlet temperature would be higher than the reality. Thermodynamically, the most important parameters would be gas turbine exhaust temperature, exhaust mass flow, fuel consumption, power production and efficiency which all are calculated correctly.
Suggested Repowering Configurations
As mentioned above, the idea is to maintain the steam cycle as it was designed originally and replace the burner with a HRSG. Adding a gas turbine (or gas turbines) on the top of the steam and designing a CC is not new, but will be studied here for comparison with the new suggested plant. As seen in Figure 1 , the existing steam plant is a simple plant without multi-pressure level steam generators and reheating and therefore the plant efficiency is also low (only about 33% for about 260 MW). Other newer steam plants could have much higher efficiencies (e.g., 45%) and higher power output (e.g., 500 MW), see e.g., [37] . In this study, the repowering is accomplished without changing the balance of the existing plant, meaning that when repowering the final plant efficiency will not be as high as that possible with a modern new designed combined cycle.
Repowering with Gas Turbine
The first option for the repowered plant is to use one GT with supplementary firing as shown in Figure 2 . In the configuration, the HRSG is designed with one drum connected to the evaporator. The off-gases are sent out at point 55 in Figure 2 . The component settings are not changed for the steam plant at all, allowing significantly less cost associated with repowering. Only the current burner is replaced with a heat recovery steam generator. Further, repowering of an existing plant without altering the existing steam cycle will have substantially lower plant efficiency compared to a new designed combined cycle, as discussed above.
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Suggested Repowering Configurations
Repowering with Gas Turbine
The first option for the repowered plant is to use one GT with supplementary firing as shown in Figure 2 . In the configuration, the HRSG is designed with one drum connected to the evaporator. The off-gases are sent out at point 55 in Figure 2 . The component settings are not changed for the steam plant at all, allowing significantly less cost associated with repowering. Only the current burner is replaced with a heat recovery steam generator. Further, repowering of an existing plant without altering the existing steam cycle will have substantially lower plant efficiency compared to a new designed combined cycle, as discussed above. As shown in Figure 2 , the fuel (NG) shall be supplied to the gas turbine chamber at point 61 as well as supplementary firing at point 63. With the estimations shown above the minimum power required from the supplementary firing will be about 315 MW, which in turn requires a large size burner as supplementary firing. Another option is to have two gas turbines with supplementary firing as displayed in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 2 , the fuel (NG) shall be supplied to the gas turbine chamber at point 61 as well as supplementary firing at point 63. With the estimations shown above the minimum power required from the supplementary firing will be about 315 MW, which in turn requires a large size burner as supplementary firing. Another option is to have two gas turbines with supplementary firing as displayed in Figure 3 . Generally, including a supplementary firing has the pro of allowing shutting down one gas turbine to undergo servicing without shutting down the entire plant. In this configuration, fuel is only supplied to the gas turbines' combustion chambers at points 61 and 62, if no supplementary firing is used. By including supplementary firing then fuel must be supplied to point 63 in addition to the gas turbines combustion chambers (points 61 and 62 in Figure 3 ). The HRSG design is similar to case with one gas turbine, allowing for fair thermodynamic comparison. It should be noted that in the case with two gas turbines the repowering cost is substantially higher than the corresponding case with one gas turbine.
New Hybrid Cycle
The new system suggested here for repowering is presented in Figure 4 , which uses a natural gas fired SOFC system functioning as a topping cycle, while the steam cycle comprises the bottoming cycle. For the topping SOFC cycle, the ambient air at 25 °C is compressed to the working pressure of the SOFC (normal pressure) and then heated in the cathode air preheater (Cathode PH in Figure 4 ) to 600 °C before entering the cathode side of the SOFC stacks. For the anode side, the fuel was preheated in a heat exchanger (NG PH in Figure 4 ) before it was sent to a desulfurization unit to remove the sulfur content in the NG. This unit was assumed to be using a catalyst and operated at temperature of 200 °C. The heavier carbon contents in the desulfurized gas are cracked down in a Catalytic Partial Oxidation (CPO) type pre-reformer. Before that, the fuel must be preheated again to reach the operational temperature of the CPO catalyst, which is accomplished in the reformer preheater (Ref PH in Figure 4 ). The temperature of the pre-reformed gas is supposed to reach 650 °C which is high enough to be sent to the anode side of the SOFC.
The off-fuel (the anode remaining fuel out of the fuel cell) is used to preheat the fuel in its path. The operating temperature of the fuel cell is assumed to be 780 °C which is enough to preheat the incoming gas. The entering temperatures mentioned above are the minimum entering temperatures and are essential requirements for the proper functioning of SOFC stacks, not only to initiate the chemical reactions but also to avoid cell thermal fractures. The burner is implemented because all of the fuel will not be reacted in the fuel cell stacks due to SOFC fuel utilization factor. Generally, including a supplementary firing has the pro of allowing shutting down one gas turbine to undergo servicing without shutting down the entire plant. In this configuration, fuel is only supplied to the gas turbines' combustion chambers at points 61 and 62, if no supplementary firing is used. By including supplementary firing then fuel must be supplied to point 63 in addition to the gas turbines combustion chambers (points 61 and 62 in Figure 3 ). The HRSG design is similar to case with one gas turbine, allowing for fair thermodynamic comparison. It should be noted that in the case with two gas turbines the repowering cost is substantially higher than the corresponding case with one gas turbine.
The new system suggested here for repowering is presented in Figure 4 , which uses a natural gas fired SOFC system functioning as a topping cycle, while the steam cycle comprises the bottoming cycle. For the topping SOFC cycle, the ambient air at 25˝C is compressed to the working pressure of the SOFC (normal pressure) and then heated in the cathode air preheater (Cathode PH in Figure 4 ) to 600˝C before entering the cathode side of the SOFC stacks. For the anode side, the fuel was preheated in a heat exchanger (NG PH in Figure 4 ) before it was sent to a desulfurization unit to remove the sulfur content in the NG. This unit was assumed to be using a catalyst and operated at temperature of 200˝C. The heavier carbon contents in the desulfurized gas are cracked down in a Catalytic Partial Oxidation (CPO) type pre-reformer. Before that, the fuel must be preheated again to reach the operational temperature of the CPO catalyst, which is accomplished in the reformer preheater (Ref PH in Figure 4 ). The temperature of the pre-reformed gas is supposed to reach 650˝C which is high enough to be sent to the anode side of the SOFC. The off-gases from the burner have a high heat quality, which can be used to generate steam in a HRSG through economizer, evaporator and super heater. As discussed in [16, 38] , the off-gases out of HRSG maintain a high quality heat, which can be used to preheat the air after the compressor in the SOFC cycle. In other words, heat is recycled back to the topping cycle, and therefore, this technique is called hybrid recuperation. Such hybrid recuperator (HR) is shown to be very efficient and can increase the plant efficiency significantly. It increases the energy supplied to the SOFC cycle which in turn decreases the duty of the cathode pre-heater. Therefore, the energy from the SOFC offfuel will be higher, allowing for more heat to be available after the burner. Other parameters assumed for the SOFC plant are summarized in Table 5 . The off-fuel (the anode remaining fuel out of the fuel cell) is used to preheat the fuel in its path. The operating temperature of the fuel cell is assumed to be 780˝C which is enough to preheat the incoming gas. The entering temperatures mentioned above are the minimum entering temperatures and are essential requirements for the proper functioning of SOFC stacks, not only to initiate the chemical reactions but also to avoid cell thermal fractures. The burner is implemented because all of the fuel will not be reacted in the fuel cell stacks due to SOFC fuel utilization factor.
The off-gases from the burner have a high heat quality, which can be used to generate steam in a HRSG through economizer, evaporator and super heater. As discussed in [16, 38] , the off-gases out of HRSG maintain a high quality heat, which can be used to preheat the air after the compressor in the SOFC cycle. In other words, heat is recycled back to the topping cycle, and therefore, this technique is called hybrid recuperation. Such hybrid recuperator (HR) is shown to be very efficient and can increase the plant efficiency significantly. It increases the energy supplied to the SOFC cycle which in turn decreases the duty of the cathode pre-heater. Therefore, the energy from the SOFC off-fuel will be higher, allowing for more heat to be available after the burner. Other parameters assumed for the SOFC plant are summarized in Table 5 . Table 5 . System operating input parameters.
Parameter Value Unit
Air
Results and Conclusions
Natural gas is assumed to be pressurized and have the following compositions (molar fraction based); CH 4 The calculations show that using two gas turbines without supplementary firing, the heat produced from the two gas turbines is not enough to satisfy the heat required by the steam cycle. The exhaust gases out of the gas turbines are mixed but the total heat provided in the exhausts is still not enough to satisfy the request from the steam cycle and small amount of supplementary firing is thus needed. Due to the high excess air in the gas turbines, the oxygen necessary for the supplementary firing is already bounded in the off gases. It is also noted that the two gas turbines are able to provide more than 90% of the heat needed by the steam cycle, and therefore the contribution from the supplementary firing will be small.
The performance comparison among repowering plants presented above is shown in Figure 5 , in terms of plant net power output. Note that SF stands for supplementary firing in the figure. As can be seen, already with one gas turbine and supplementary firing (CC´1 GT + SF in Figure 5 ) the net power can be increased by more than 210% compared to the base case (original steam plant). Adding two gas turbines and supplementary firing (CC´2 GT´SF in Figure 5 ) increases the net power by about 325%. So far, all such repowering lies withing the CC plants category. The suggested repowering with SOFC without supplementary firing (SOFC in Figure 5 ) increases the net power more than 375% (almost four times larger). Thus the suggested hybrid SOFC-ST plant perfoms far better than the CC category plants.
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Natural gas is assumed to be pressurized and have the following compositions (molar fraction based); CH4 = 0.87, C2H6 = 0.081, C3H8 = 0.01, C4H10-N = 0.006, CO2 = 0.02925, H2S = 0.00375 with LHV of 45,810 kJ/kg.
The calculations show that using two gas turbines without supplementary firing, the heat produced from the two gas turbines is not enough to satisfy the heat required by the steam cycle. The exhaust gases out of the gas turbines are mixed but the total heat provided in the exhausts is still not enough to satisfy the request from the steam cycle and small amount of supplementary firing is thus needed. Due to the high excess air in the gas turbines, the oxygen necessary for the supplementary firing is already bounded in the off gases. It is also noted that the two gas turbines are able to provide more than 90% of the heat needed by the steam cycle, and therefore the contribution from the supplementary firing will be small.
The performance comparison among repowering plants presented above is shown in Figure 5 , in terms of plant net power output. Note that SF stands for supplementary firing in the figure. As can be seen, already with one gas turbine and supplementary firing (CC − 1 GT + SF in Figure 5 ) the net power can be increased by more than 210% compared to the base case (original steam plant). Adding two gas turbines and supplementary firing (CC − 2 GT − SF in Figure 5 ) increases the net power by about 325%. So far, all such repowering lies withing the CC plants category. The suggested repowering with SOFC without supplementary firing (SOFC in Figure 5 ) increases the net power more than 375% (almost four times larger). Thus the suggested hybrid SOFC-ST plant perfoms far better than the CC category plants. Another interesting performance comparison could be plant thermal efficiency and CO2 emissions. These are displayed in Figure 6 . As demonstrated in the figure, among CC categories, repowering with two gas turbines and supplementary firing has the best efficiency which is about 53%. This is of course lower than in a new designed CC plant which can reach about 59%. The reason is that the steam plant is not designed for the gas turbines but instead the gas turbines are fitted with Another interesting performance comparison could be plant thermal efficiency and CO 2 emissions. These are displayed in Figure 6 . As demonstrated in the figure, among CC categories, repowering with two gas turbines and supplementary firing has the best efficiency which is about 53%. This is of course lower than in a new designed CC plant which can reach about 59%. The reason is that the steam plant is not designed for the gas turbines but instead the gas turbines are fitted with an existing steam plant. The CC´1 GT + SF (repowered plant with onegas turbine and supplementary firing) cannot achieve 50% plant efficiency. However, repowering with SOFC results in plant efficiency more than 60% and can compete with a new designed CC plant. Again, the efficiency of repowering with SOFC is well below a new designed SOFC-ST (cf. [16] ). Here, the specific CO2 emission is defined as:
which is the mass flow of CO2 per net power output (electricity). Note that the composition and mass flow of the off-fuel and off-air entering the catalytic burner are known. Thus the composition and mass flow of the off-gases (after the catalytic burner) are also known through chemical reactions and mass balance. Therefore the amount of CO2 emission can easily be calculated.
As seen in Figure 6 , the specific emission of CO2 for the base case (coal fired steam plant) is about 1.01 kg/kWh. The results clearly demonstrate that the higher the efficiency is the lower CO2 emission will be. For the CC category, the combined cycle with two gas turbines and supplementary firing (CC − 2 GT + SF) has the lowest CO2 emissions of about 0.39 kg/kWh which is only about 40% of the original plant. This of course is much lower than the base case, however, all the decrease is not only due to plant efficiency but also because the fuel is changed from coal to natural gas. Therefore, another case is included in the figure which is the same steam plant but fired with natural gas instead of coal (NG SC in the figure). A natural gas fired steam plant has emissions that are about 60% of those of the coal fired plant. The suggested repowering with SOFC plant performs best with an emission of about 35% compared to the original plant, but also about 60% of the original plant fired when natural gas instead.
Other plant calculated data such as fuel consumption, total fuel rate, auxiliary power and supplementary fuel mass flow are shown in Table 6 . As can be seen the auxiliary power consumption for the repowered plants (CC category plants) are much higher than the others, which is due to the compressor of the gas turbines. The auxiliary power consumption for the presented SOFC plant is relatively very low compared to the other repowered plants, which is due to the non-pressurized SOFC stacks. Supplementary fuel consumption for the repowered plant with two GT and supplementary firing is only 3.34 kg/s which is very low compared to the main fuel rate, explaining that the two gas turbines are able to generate about 90% of the heat required from steam plant. Here, the specific CO 2 emission is defined as:
which is the mass flow of CO 2 per net power output (electricity). Note that the composition and mass flow of the off-fuel and off-air entering the catalytic burner are known. Thus the composition and mass flow of the off-gases (after the catalytic burner) are also known through chemical reactions and mass balance. Therefore the amount of CO 2 emission can easily be calculated. As seen in Figure 6 , the specific emission of CO 2 for the base case (coal fired steam plant) is about 1.01 kg/kWh. The results clearly demonstrate that the higher the efficiency is the lower CO 2 emission will be. For the CC category, the combined cycle with two gas turbines and supplementary firing (CC´2 GT + SF) has the lowest CO 2 emissions of about 0.39 kg/kWh which is only about 40% of the original plant. This of course is much lower than the base case, however, all the decrease is not only due to plant efficiency but also because the fuel is changed from coal to natural gas. Therefore, another case is included in the figure which is the same steam plant but fired with natural gas instead of coal (NG SC in the figure). A natural gas fired steam plant has emissions that are about 60% of those of the coal fired plant. The suggested repowering with SOFC plant performs best with an emission of about 35% compared to the original plant, but also about 60% of the original plant fired when natural gas instead.
Other plant calculated data such as fuel consumption, total fuel rate, auxiliary power and supplementary fuel mass flow are shown in Table 6 . As can be seen the auxiliary power consumption for the repowered plants (CC category plants) are much higher than the others, which is due to the compressor of the gas turbines. The auxiliary power consumption for the presented SOFC plant is relatively very low compared to the other repowered plants, which is due to the non-pressurized SOFC stacks. Supplementary fuel consumption for the repowered plant with two GT and supplementary Energies 2016, 9, 399 13 of 22 firing is only 3.34 kg/s which is very low compared to the main fuel rate, explaining that the two gas turbines are able to generate about 90% of the heat required from steam plant. In order to study the composition of the off-gases Figure 7 shows the comparison between the base case (coal fired) and suggested repowering with SOFC. The CO 2 emission is significantly lowered (by about 2.9 times) but also oxygen flow rate is considerably increased (by about 5.8 times). Note that small amount of sulfur (SO 2 ) exists in the chimney of the coal fired base plant while no sulfur exits in the repowered SOFC plant because the fuel was desulfurized.
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In order to study the composition of the off-gases Figure 7 shows the comparison between the base case (coal fired) and suggested repowering with SOFC. The CO2 emission is significantly lowered (by about 2.9 times) but also oxygen flow rate is considerably increased (by about 5.8 times). Note that small amount of sulfur (SO2) exists in the chimney of the coal fired base plant while no sulfur exits in the repowered SOFC plant because the fuel was desulfurized. 
T-Q Diagram
To study the reason why the presented repowering with SOFC (SOFC-ST hybrid) is superior when compared to the other repowered plants in terms of plant efficiency, one need to analyze the temperature-heat diagram for HRSG among others. Such diagram for repowering with SOFC is shown in Figure 8 , in which the temperature and heat of each component in the HRSG is shown with the corresponding node number appearing in Figure 4 . For all heat exchangers, the pinch temperature (difference between nodes 54 and 15) is set to 10 °C. The terminal temperature difference (difference between node numbers 52 and 1) is about 93 °C and the gases leave the HRSG at temperature about 113 °C. Significant energy has been recovered by hybrid recuperation, from 218 °C to 113 °C, which corresponds to 20% of total energy recovered in the HRSG. Without hybrid recuperator, the majority of this energy would be lost to the ambient. Moreover, both the super heater (SH) and economizer (ECO) each uptake 20% of the total energy 
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To study the reason why the presented repowering with SOFC (SOFC-ST hybrid) is superior when compared to the other repowered plants in terms of plant efficiency, one need to analyze the temperature-heat diagram for HRSG among others. Such diagram for repowering with SOFC is shown in Figure 8 , in which the temperature and heat of each component in the HRSG is shown with the corresponding node number appearing in Figure 4 . For all heat exchangers, the pinch temperature (difference between nodes 54 and 15) is set to 10 °C. The terminal temperature difference (difference between node numbers 52 and 1) is about 93 °C and the gases leave the HRSG at temperature about 113 °C. Significant energy has been recovered by hybrid recuperation, from 218 °C to 113 °C, which corresponds to 20% of total energy recovered in the HRSG. Without hybrid recuperator, the majority of this energy would be lost to the ambient. Moreover, both the super heater (SH) and economizer (ECO) each uptake 20% of the total energy For all heat exchangers, the pinch temperature (difference between nodes 54 and 15) is set to 10˝C. The terminal temperature difference (difference between node numbers 52 and 1) is about 93˝C and the gases leave the HRSG at temperature about 113˝C. Significant energy has been recovered by hybrid recuperation, from 218˝C to 113˝C, which corresponds to 20% of total energy recovered in the HRSG. Without hybrid recuperator, the majority of this energy would be lost to the ambient. Moreover, both the super heater (SH) and economizer (ECO) each uptake 20% of the total energy recovered by HRSG. About 40% of the total energy in the HRSG is allocated in the evaporator (EVA).
Similarly, the temperature-heat diagram is also shown for the combined cycle with two gas turbines and with supplementary firing, Figure 9 . The reason that CC´2 GT + SF is chosen is that this combined cycle performs best among all combined cycles studied here. The gases leave the HRSG at a temperature of about 189˝C which is significantly higher than the case with SOFC repowering. Thus lower energy has been recovered in HRSG for the CC case compared with SOFC case. The terminal temperature difference is about 170 °C which is also higher in this case when compared with the previous case (ca. 93 °C). Here both the super heater and economizer each uptake about 25% of the energy in the HRSG, which is slightly higher than the SOFC case. The evaporator absorbs about 50% of the energy from HRSG, which is also higher when compared with SOFC repowering. All these together make the area between the off-gases temperature line (red line) and the water-steam temperature line (blue line) to be larger than the case with SOFC repowering. This in turn means that less exergy has been wasted in HRSG when SOFC repowering is used. In other word, for the case with SOFC repowering, the off-gases temperature line approaches the corresponding line for water-steam and therefore resulting in less exergy loss and higher effectiveness for HRSG. The effectiveness (also called as recovery efficiency) of HRSG can be defined as (see e.g., [38]):
, , , ε gas in gas out HRSG gas in ambient
then the HRSG effectiveness (recovery efficiency) can be calculated as 78.4% and 84.5% for the CC − GT + SF combined cycle respective SOFC-ST hybrid system.
Effect of SOFC Current Density and Utilization
Increasing SOFC current density decreases plant efficiency, while increasing SOFC operating temperature is in favor for plant efficiency, as shown in Figure 10 . Generally, increasing SOFC current density decreases the power generated by SOFCs and thereby decreases plant efficiency as well. This is of course also true for SOFC powering, see Figure 10a . Decreasing the current density below 100 mA/cm 2 will not be realistic since the cell voltage reaches to a very high value (0.9374 V) which is close to open circuit voltage. At this current density, plant efficiency reaches to 67.4% and 64.09% for UF = 0.8 respective UF = 0.7, which are significantly higher than the corresponding efficiency at 300 mA/cm 2 . The figure also demonstrates that the higher the current density is the lower the difference between two utilization factors will be. The terminal temperature difference is about 170˝C which is also higher in this case when compared with the previous case (ca. 93˝C). Here both the super heater and economizer each uptake about 25% of the energy in the HRSG, which is slightly higher than the SOFC case. The evaporator absorbs about 50% of the energy from HRSG, which is also higher when compared with SOFC repowering. All these together make the area between the off-gases temperature line (red line) and the water-steam temperature line (blue line) to be larger than the case with SOFC repowering. This in turn means that less exergy has been wasted in HRSG when SOFC repowering is used. In other word, for the case with SOFC repowering, the off-gases temperature line approaches the corresponding line for water-steam and therefore resulting in less exergy loss and higher effectiveness for HRSG. The effectiveness (also called as recovery efficiency) of HRSG can be defined as (see e.g., [38] ):
ε HRSG " T gas,in´Tgas,out T gas,in´Tambient (18) then the HRSG effectiveness (recovery efficiency) can be calculated as 78.4% and 84.5% for the CC´GT + SF combined cycle respective SOFC-ST hybrid system.
Increasing SOFC current density decreases plant efficiency, while increasing SOFC operating temperature is in favor for plant efficiency, as shown in Figure 10 . Generally, increasing SOFC current density decreases the power generated by SOFCs and thereby decreases plant efficiency as well. This is of course also true for SOFC powering, see Figure 10a . Decreasing the current density below 100 mA/cm 2 will not be realistic since the cell voltage reaches to a very high value (0.9374 V) which is close to open circuit voltage. At this current density, plant efficiency reaches to 67.4% and 64.09% for U F = 0.8 respective U F = 0.7, which are significantly higher than the corresponding efficiency at 300 mA/cm 2 . The figure also demonstrates that the higher the current density is the lower the difference between two utilization factors will be. Similarly, increasing the fuel cell utilization factor increases plant efficiency when current density is assumed to be unchanged, see Figure 10b . For example, increasing the utilization factor from 0.6 to 0.9, increases plant efficiency from 53.0% to 59.5%, respectively, when the current density is assumed to be 400 mA/cm 2 . Increasing the utilization factor beyond 90% is not beneficial for the cell, since the ionic concentration increases significantly inside the porous electrolyte and thereby blocks their pathway and consequently decreases cell voltage. However, for current density of 300 mA/cm 2 , plant efficiency will be 63.0% when utilization factor is anticipated to be 0.9, as displayed in Figure 10b . In fact, there exists an optimum operating temperature at which the plant efficiency is maximum. This is in contrast with the study of [38] . Note that in the study of [38] the steam plant was designed and adapted to the SOFC topping cycle while here the topping SOFC cycle is adapted and designed to provide required heat for an existing steam plant. These are completely different situations which affect the plant efficiency dramatically in terms of plant efficiency and net power output. For a current density of 300 mA/cm 2 , this maximum efficiency is calculated to be about 62% at a temperature of 740 °C, as revealed in Figure 11a . Decreasing current density to 200 mA/cm 2 , then the maximum plant efficiency happens at an operating temperature of 730 °C, and the maximum point is also shifted towards lower temperature, see Figure 11b . Here the plant efficiency will be as high as 66.2% for UF = 0.8 while corresponding value for UF = 0.7 is 63.4%, although slightly lower Similarly, increasing the fuel cell utilization factor increases plant efficiency when current density is assumed to be unchanged, see Figure 10b . For example, increasing the utilization factor from 0.6 to 0.9, increases plant efficiency from 53.0% to 59.5%, respectively, when the current density is assumed to be 400 mA/cm 2 . Increasing the utilization factor beyond 90% is not beneficial for the cell, since the ionic concentration increases significantly inside the porous electrolyte and thereby blocks their pathway and consequently decreases cell voltage. However, for current density of 300 mA/cm 2 , plant efficiency will be 63.0% when utilization factor is anticipated to be 0.9, as displayed in Figure 10b . Similarly, increasing the fuel cell utilization factor increases plant efficiency when current density is assumed to be unchanged, see Figure 10b . For example, increasing the utilization factor from 0.6 to 0.9, increases plant efficiency from 53.0% to 59.5%, respectively, when the current density is assumed to be 400 mA/cm 2 . Increasing the utilization factor beyond 90% is not beneficial for the cell, since the ionic concentration increases significantly inside the porous electrolyte and thereby blocks their pathway and consequently decreases cell voltage. However, for current density of 300 mA/cm 2 , plant efficiency will be 63.0% when utilization factor is anticipated to be 0.9, as displayed in Figure 10b . In fact, there exists an optimum operating temperature at which the plant efficiency is maximum. This is in contrast with the study of [38] . Note that in the study of [38] the steam plant was designed and adapted to the SOFC topping cycle while here the topping SOFC cycle is adapted and designed to provide required heat for an existing steam plant. These are completely different situations which affect the plant efficiency dramatically in terms of plant efficiency and net power output. For a current density of 300 mA/cm 2 , this maximum efficiency is calculated to be about 62% at a temperature of 740 °C, as revealed in Figure 11a . Decreasing current density to 200 mA/cm 2 , then the maximum plant efficiency happens at an operating temperature of 730 °C, and the maximum point is also shifted towards lower temperature, see Figure 11b . Here the plant efficiency will be as high as 66.2% for UF = 0.8 while corresponding value for UF = 0.7 is 63.4%, although slightly lower In fact, there exists an optimum operating temperature at which the plant efficiency is maximum. This is in contrast with the study of [38] . Note that in the study of [38] the steam plant was designed and adapted to the SOFC topping cycle while here the topping SOFC cycle is adapted and designed to provide required heat for an existing steam plant. These are completely different situations which affect the plant efficiency dramatically in terms of plant efficiency and net power output. For a current density of 300 mA/cm 2 , this maximum efficiency is calculated to be about 62% at a temperature of 740˝C, as revealed in Figure 11a . Decreasing current density to 200 mA/cm 2 , then the maximum plant efficiency happens at an operating temperature of 730˝C, and the maximum point is also shifted towards lower temperature, see Figure 11b . Here the plant efficiency will be as high as 66.2% for U F = 0.8 while corresponding value for U F = 0.7 is 63.4%, although slightly lower when utilization factor is lowered. Both these temperatures are lower than the current temperature technology of 780˝C, which in turn means companies' endeavor to decrease the SOFC operating temperature, is in agreement for such repowering system.
Effect of SOFC Operating Temperature
On the other hand, increased SOFC operating temperature is not always in favor for plant efficiency as established in Figure 11 . In fact, there exists an optimum operating temperature at which the plant efficiency is maximum. This is in contrast with the study of [38] . Note that in the study of [38] the steam plant was designed and adapted to the SOFC topping cycle while here the topping SOFC cycle is adapted and designed to provide required heat for the existing steam plant. These are completely different situations which affect the plant efficiency dramatically in terms of plant efficiency and net power output. For current density of 300 mA/cm 2 , this maximum efficiency is calculated to be about 62% at a temperature of 740˝C, as revealed in Figure 11a . Decreasing current density to 200 mA/cm 2 , then maximum plant efficiency happened at operating temperature of 730˝C, also the maximum point is shifted towards lower temperature, see Figure 11b . Here the plant efficiency will be as high as 66.2% for U F = 0.8 while corresponding value for U F = 0.7 is 63.4%, although slightly lower when utilization factor is lowered. Both these temperatures are lower than the current temperature technology of 780˝C, which in turn means companies' endeavors to decrease the SOFC operating temperature, are in agreement for such repowering systems.
Effect of Hybrid Recuperator on Plant Performances
As discussed in [38] , introducing a hybrid recuperator into the plant (inserting a heat exchanger between the off-gases after the stack and air prior to the cathode preheater and utilizing off-gases energy) increases the energy supplied to the SOFC cycle which in turn decreases the duty of the cathode pre-heater and consequently the energy of the off-fuel out of SOFC will be higher and thus more heat will be available after the burner and bottoming cycle. Thus, plant efficiency increases significantly. The effect of hybrid recuperator is shown in Table 7 . Note that the SOFC utilization factor is decreased to 0.76 because the burner outlet temperature otherwise would not be high enough to generate steam at 500˝C in the super heater, see Figure 12 . The terminal temperature difference (difference between HRSG inlet gas temperature and generated steam temperature) is allowed to be 30˝C, which is within the recommended value so that the size of HRSG is not too large (see e.g., [1] ). As revealed, fuel consumption decreases by about 23% and similarly Table 7 also shows that by bypassing the hybrid recuperator it would be possible to generate additional power of 384 MW which is about 40% larger than the case with hybrid recuperator (in expense of lower plant efficiency). Thus plant flexibility is increased dramatically and plant net power production can be altered without undergoing part-load conditions, e.g., under pick hours. Figure 12 shows that by decreasing SOFC utilization factor burner temperature will be increased which is obvious because less fuel is consumed in the SOFCs and therefore more fuel will be burned in the combustor. Figure 12 also demonstrates that by removing hybrid recuperator the burner temperature drops significantly, for example for UF values above about 0.78 the burner temperature will not be sufficient to generate steam at 500 °C. Taking into account the terminal temperature of 30 °C then UF value shall be below 0.76 (see intersection between the blue line and limit line).
Effect of Fuel Mass flow
Another parameter to be studied is the fuel mass flow (natural gas). As noted above the reformer inlet and outlet temperatures are fixed indicating that the fuel mass flow will be calculated to achieve such specified temperatures. Allowing fuel flow rate to be changed means that either the reformer inlet temperature or its outlet temperature should be variable. Such study is performed and the results are displayed in Figure 13 . Increasing fuel mass flow increases cell voltage of the SOFC and therefore more power will be produced by the SOFC stacks. As result plant efficiency will also be increased, see Figure 13 . As fuel mass flow is changed then CPO reformer air flow will also be varied to keep either its inlet or its outlet temperature at the specified value.
For the case with constant reformer outlet temperature, as more fuel is entering the CPO reformer then the reformer inlet temperature will be increased significantly, see Figure 13a . Reformer outlet temperature corresponds to SOFC anode inlet temperature which is specified at a value of 650 °C meaning that a temperature difference of 130 °C is applied. This is the maximum temperature difference over the anode, assumed in this study. Too high temperature difference over the anode causes cell thermal stresses and thereby cell fatigue. Note that CPO inlet temperature and its air mass flow shall be read from the left side axis while plat efficiency and SOFC cell voltage shall be read from the right side axis. Reformer inlet temperature varies from 320 °C to about 640 °C as fuel mass flow is increased from 36 kg/s to 46 kg/s. Plant efficiency may reach over 70% at high fuel mass flows without compromising reformer inlet temperature. On the other hand if CPO reformer inlet temperature is kept constant (e.g., specified at 330 °C) then its outlet temperature will be decreased if the fuel mass flow is increased, see Figure 13b . Reformer outlet temperature varies from approximately 780 °C to 605 °C when fuel mass flow is changed from 30 kg/s to 40 kg/s. For fuel flows above 36 kg/s, reformer outlet temperature (same as anode inlet temperature) will be below the assumed value of 650 °C. Table 7 also shows that by bypassing the hybrid recuperator it would be possible to generate additional power of 384 MW which is about 40% larger than the case with hybrid recuperator (in expense of lower plant efficiency). Thus plant flexibility is increased dramatically and plant net power production can be altered without undergoing part-load conditions, e.g., under pick hours. Figure 12 shows that by decreasing SOFC utilization factor burner temperature will be increased which is obvious because less fuel is consumed in the SOFCs and therefore more fuel will be burned in the combustor. Figure 12 also demonstrates that by removing hybrid recuperator the burner temperature drops significantly, for example for U F values above about 0.78 the burner temperature will not be sufficient to generate steam at 500˝C. Taking into account the terminal temperature of 30˝C then U F value shall be below 0.76 (see intersection between the blue line and limit line).
Effect of Fuel Mass Flow
For the case with constant reformer outlet temperature, as more fuel is entering the CPO reformer then the reformer inlet temperature will be increased significantly, see Figure 13a . Reformer outlet temperature corresponds to SOFC anode inlet temperature which is specified at a value of 650˝C meaning that a temperature difference of 130˝C is applied. This is the maximum temperature difference over the anode, assumed in this study. Too high temperature difference over the anode causes cell thermal stresses and thereby cell fatigue. Note that CPO inlet temperature and its air mass flow shall be read from the left side axis while plat efficiency and SOFC cell voltage shall be read from the right side axis. Reformer inlet temperature varies from 320˝C to about 640˝C as fuel mass flow is increased from 36 kg/s to 46 kg/s. Plant efficiency may reach over 70% at high fuel mass flows without compromising reformer inlet temperature. On the other hand if CPO reformer inlet temperature is kept constant (e.g., specified at 330˝C) then its outlet temperature will be decreased if the fuel mass flow is increased, see Figure 13b . Reformer outlet temperature varies from approximately 780˝C to 605˝C when fuel mass flow is changed from 30 kg/s to 40 kg/s. For fuel flows above 36 kg/s, reformer outlet temperature (same as anode inlet temperature) will be below the assumed value of 650˝C. 
Simple Cost Analysis
A simple cost analysis is performed to estimate the additional cost required for the proposed repowering plants. The costs of each component such as compressor, gas turbine, generator, heat exchangers, pre-reformer, desulfurizer and inventor are taken from the previous studies [39] [40] [41] . The idea to calculate the additional cost associated with repowering of each plant with each other and therefore the common components are not included in the cost analyses. These common components are assumed to be the existing Rankine cycle (remains the same without any changes), HRSG (must be replaced anyway), and burner and supplementary firing which are usually integrated with the HRSG.
In this study techno-economy is used to investigate the price of different plants in terms of kW/$. First, the purchased cost of different components is estimated from the previous studies and thus the so called Purchased Equipment Cost (PEC) is obtained. Then, the additional costing such as direct and indirect cost is added to each equipment cost. Direct cost includes onsite and offsite costs. In onsite cost, installation, piping, instrumentation and electrical equipment costs are included, while in the offsite cost architectural work and service facilities are accounted for. Indirect costs include engineering, construction and contractors' profit plus contingency. Finally, the cost of a plant is divided by the plant size to obtain plant cost in terms of kW/$. Detailed techno-economic cost analysis for this study can be found in [42] . Note that the cost of SOFC stacks is assumed to be valid for future serial production. The cost of each uninstalled SOFC stack is calculated to be about 188 $/kW for serial production in the future scenario which corresponds to installed valued of 778 $/kW (including installation costs). This agrees very well with the study of [43] which reported the installed cost of SOFC stack is about 770-850 $/kW.
The final cost of each plant is presented in Table 8 . Again in these costs, existing steam plant (unchanged), HRSG (must be replaced and common in each plant) and supplementary firing (usually integrated with HRSG) is not included. In the table total cost corresponds to the installed cost (PEC plus installation costs). The interesting result is that the cost of repowering with SOFC is less than repowering with two gas turbines. Note that again the installed cost of each SOFC stack is assumed for a future serial production scenario (about 770 $/kW) while at the moment this cost is about four to five time larger, which means that the repowering plant with SOFCs would be about 470-600 $/kW which is much larger than that reported with one GT or two GTs. 
Conclusions
Repowering of an existing coal fired power plant is studied and different repowering designs are analyzed. In addition, a new repowering with SOFCs plant is also suggested. CO 2 emissions from different plant designs are calculated and compared with each other. The following conclusions can be drawn:
-Repowering with SOFCs produces the highest power.
-Repowering with SOFCs has the highest plant efficiency which is about 60% and competes with a new CC plant in terms of efficiency. -CO 2 emissions from the SOFC-repowered plant are far less than those of the original coal fired plant, but also much lower than if the original plant was powered with natural gas instead of coal. -Among repowered plants, the repowering with two Siemens SGT5 4000F gas turbines with small supplementary firing has the best performance, with an efficiency of 53%, which is considerably lower than that of a newly designed CC plant. -There exists an optimum SOFC operating temperature at which plant efficiency is maximized. This temperature is calculated to be 740˝C for 300 mA/cm 2 . -It is possible to reach plant efficiencies above 65% if the current density is low enough.
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